Best adventure games for android under 50mb

Main features: • This game is an ultimate retro role-playing simulation just like the first part • Everything is Fully customized i.e; from party to players and the game room. • All-new campaign featuring dozens of locations, sidequests, and dynamic dungeons. Find in on play store by Clicking here. 4. Banner Saga 2: Banner Saga 2 is a great
continuation of the storyline of its first part. The new mechanics added in Banner Saga 2 improve the already excellent gameplay and it really makes you think about your strategy in battle. Banner saga 2 is an award-winning story. Key Features: Banner saga 2 has great 2D combat sequences and good animations and effects. The game carries on the
overall saga and allows you to choose between the banner saga or jump into the adventure from the start. Real Viking myths inspire this game It allows you to make. hard choices which later on enhances your vision The Soundtrack of this game is by Grammy-nominated composer Austin Wintory. Find it on the play store by Clicking here. 5.
PostKnight: PostKnight is an adventurous game featuring a knight having difficult and dangerous deliveries. Designed specially to be an enjoyable RPG. It is also optimized for mobile devices. The time spent on playing this game is worth it. This game is really enjoyable although the difficulty spikes in new locations can be a little challenging. The art
style of the game is very cute and the story is quite interesting. Key Features: By playing this game one can easily improve their battle stats and adorn their rewards. It is the blend of dangerous and different circumstances that keep your interest going on. Find it on Play Store by clicking here. 6. Broken Age: Broken age is a hand-animated, puzzlefilled adventure game. This game feature star cast, including Elijah Wood, Jack Black and Masasa Moyo. This game is actually a story of two teens who are struggling against traditions that bind them. The adventurous game has 2D graphics and a good soundtrack. It is a Beautiful family-friendly game! It’s also quite addictive! This is a large game,
uses lots of resources, but worth it. FInd Broken age on Google Play Store by Clicking Here. 7. Alchemica – Store Simulation Crafting RPG: This is a mysterious game filled with magic and adventure. This story is inspired by a young girl who was returning her home as an alchemist to make her dream of becoming a successful merchant. In all her
journey she had to face a lot of hurdles which a player will help her to get out of it. Main Features • Alchemica is a Retro-based role-playing game having beautifully hand-drawn pixel art graphics. • The overall theme story of the game is very Light hearted with lots of interesting characters to interact with. Find it on Play Store by clicking here. 8.
Grand Mountain Adventure: Grand Mountain Adventure is one of the novel adventure games on my list. It is a skiing game with a lot of thrill and excitement. The game includes racing and searching for different elements. In the game, contestants ski through different snowy hilly tracks. The map is a vast one. You can roam wherever you want to and
look for essential items. There is a Time Mode in the game as well in which you must beat the time. Along with that, there are hidden areas and online leader boards. Main Features: The game is designed with premium graphics. The User Interface is also simple. There is varied gameplay which includes Boardercross, Slalom, Super G, Slopestyle, Big
Air and Best drop line to mention a few. It also acts as an open world. You are free to roam wherever you want. If you want to download the game, click here. 9. Oddmar: Oddmar is a scintillating adventure game developed by Leo’s Fortune. During the game, you are a striving Viking and your purpose is to revive your honour. Our journey has this sole
mission to accomplish. You can play an offline mode once the game is fully downloaded. There are a total of 24 levels in the game. If you complete all of them, then you win the game. The game is available for $4.49 at Google Play Store. Main Features: Oddmar has an excellent gameplay, easy controls and overall a good design. The game supports
Google Play game saves and game controllers. Meet with new friends and enemies on your journey through magical forests, snowy mountains and treacherous mines. If you want to download the game, click here. 10. Pokemon Go: Many of us, including myself, was a big fan of Pokemon series of Toonami in our childhoods. Guess what? A Pokemon

Game is available now and it is available absolutely free on Google Play Store. The gameplay is similar to the show. You roam in the real world, searching for pokemons, battle at Gyms and much more. There is a humongous map and you have to search for Pokemons and Gym trainers. Its one of the most adventurous game for Android. Main Features:
You must journey along with your Buddy Pokemon to help the latter become stronger and earn points. We have to compete in thrilling Gym battles. During Raid Battles, you must team up with other trainers to catch powerful Pokemons. If you want to download the game, click here. 11. Murder in the Alps: Murder in the Alps is one of my favourite
adventure game. The story of this game is based on a popular crime novel. The gameplay is brilliant. The game includes a journey of the past. During the game, you are living in the 1930’s. You have a number of mysteries to solve. It’s the best game for a person who has an ambition to become a spy. The story begins in a hotel at a beautiful location.
But mystery starts when one of the guests goes missing. Main Features: A charming storyline with unexpected events. You can enjoy hours of interactive gameplay and an interesting plot. There are a lot of characters in the game with dark secrets. The graphics and sound effects of the game are brilliant as well. If you want to download the game,
click here. 12. Ninja Warrior: Legend of Shadow Ninja Warrior is regarded as legend in ancient mythology. So this game is basically based on the story of a Ninja warrior. In the game, the Ninja is a superhuman with some amazing skills. The Ninja has a number of lifetimes. But it’s no just that. In order to become a legendary warrior, the Ninja must
be trained by an expert. The sole purpose of the Ninja is to protect the hostages and infiltrate into the enemy lines to annihilate and destroy them. There will be a lot of deadly obstacles in his way. He must overcome all of them to complete his objectives. Main Features: The graphics of the game are extraordinary. The gameplay and user-interface are
simple. The sound quality of the game is also impressive. There are 3 massive maps and 40+ levels. If you want to download the game, click here. 13. Diamond Quest: Don’t Rush Diamond Quest is an interesting adventure game available for Android. During the game, you are a fearless explorer wandering deep into the forests of Angkor Wat temple,
dungeons of Bavaria castle, and the snowy Tibet glaciers. The mission is to collect a wide range of gems from these dangerous landscapes. But finding gems is not an easy task. You must break cobwebs, cut through leaves and perform other endeavours to find precious stones and jewellery. Main Features: You can re-spawn yourself from the last
checkpoint. The graphics and gameplay are exquisite. There are mystic tools like hammers, axes etc. If you want to download the game, click here. 14. Counter Terrorist- Modern Critical Strike Ops 3D Counter Terrorist is a shooting adventure game. You act as an elite shooter of a special forces group during the game. Your shooting skills will surely
be tested in this game. Shoot more enemies to gain more points. Be the top shooter under every scenario. Choose the most suitable weapon according to every environment. You can become a star shooter in this game. There is a wide range of weapons available. Like Guns, Rifles, Shotguns, Grenades, and many more. Main Features: There are
realistic 3D graphics and charming animations in the game. You can play in various battlefields and a variety of thrilling missions are also coded in the game. The game has a simple user-interface and brilliant gameplay. If you want to download the game, click here. 15. Jumanji: Epic Run You must all be aware of this famous old game. There is even a
popular Hollywood movie based on this game as well. Though, this one is a newer version. The storyline is about a precious Gem which has been stolen and we have to run in order to recover it to gain points. You have to dodge hyenas, climb tall mountains, keep yourself safe from avalanches and much more. There are wild beasts in the game as well.
You have to avoid them as well. Main Features: There are four different ways to play this game. You can even make your avatars. There are splendid environments in the game. The graphics are brilliant and the gameplay is just fine. If you want to download the game, click here. Conclusion: So these were the top adventure games for android. There
are hours of fun to be found in the games listed above, but in case the selection doesn’t quite fit your style, we’re always on the lookout for great new games, let us know in comments below. Adventure quest games are among the most unique of any games. They don’t fit into any one category or genre and often times they’ll fit into several genres at
once. The only real prerequisite for a game to be an adventure game is that it must take you on an adventure However, if you want to know about Best open world games for Android, we have jotted down ten best games for our readers. You can get them by clicking here. Here are amazing and best lightweight Android games for all kinds of
smartphones. If you love to play games on your smartphone and at the same time worried about phones memory and internet speed, then you are at the right place. The only possible solution for your problem is choosing lightweight Android games under 50MB. Yes, you read it right, there are many lightweight Android games under 50MB with decent
graphics. Installing lightweight Android games helps you in many ways, they won’t lag much, they won’t slow down your Android phones and take less space and takes less time to download. If your internet speed is slow and looking to download lightweight Android games under 50MB, then here are 15 best lightweight Android games for phones and
tablets. All lightweight android games mentioned on this list are free to download. Also Read: Best WhatsApp dare games and puzzles 15 of the Best Free Lightweight Android Games under 50MB List 15 cool lightweight Android games for smartphones and tablets: 15. Hungry Shark Evolution Ever played GTA? Hungry Shark Evolution works on the
similar concept. You can make your shark swim anywhere in the ocean. No rules and no route maps. Discover the new routes and new things but don’t make the shark starve to death. Eat food and enjoy your trip in the ocean. 14. Plane Simulator 3D Everyone dream to ride a plane and be a pilot. Wait is over, Plane Simulator 3D brings you the real
experience of riding a plane. Over 25 different planes and 10 missions are waiting for you. The sky is your limit. This is one of the best lightweight Android games which made to forget all the things around me. Plane Simulator 3D is beyond your expectations. 13. Flow Free Flow Free is a puzzle game of colors with about 1500 levels. Connect all
similar colored dots and fill the entire board to complete the level. Challenge yourself using free play and time trial modes. Flow Free is one the best lightweight Android games I have ever played. 12. Rail Rush Are you ready for an adventurous ride? Rail Rush is a combination of Subway Surfers and Temple Run. Get into the cart and collect gems by
tilting your device left/right and make the best score possible. Trust me, you will love background music of this lightweight Android game. 11. Archery Looking for shooting games? Here is one fo the best lightweight Android games for shooting lovers. Archery is a bow and arrow game, you need to shoot the target to get the score. Connect to the
internet and compete with worldwide players with a feature called Scoreloop high score. 10. Don’t Tap The White Title 7 modes, single game and nonstop fun with many challenges. This game says, “play the piano but don’t touch the black title”. Though it sounds easy but practically it’s not. Login with Facebook/Twitter to get the leaderboards of your
friends. 9. Chain Reaction Chain Reaction is the best time killer and multiplayer lightweight Android game. If you are in college and class is damn boring, immediately start playing chain reaction with your bench mates. It is highly impossible to predict who is winning the game. 8. Jungle Adventures How can we forget Mario? Thanks for Mario for
making our childhood awesome. The Developer of this game took our feelings seriously and coded a game that looks almost like Mario. Are you ready to recall your best childhood memories with this lightweight Android game of 8MB? I guess Yes, Download Jungle Adventures – free now. 7. Hill Climb Racing One more game based on physics. It looks
a bit like a racing game but not. This addictive game size varies from one device to other but still falls under lightweight Android games category. I bet you can’t take your hands off this game. Be ready to get addicted. 6. ? Loop ? Loop (Infinity loop) is a game with no borders. There is no end for this games. Can you believe this 3 MB lightweight
Android game has 5 million downloads and no ads in it? ? Loop is an Ad free and endless games that create a beautiful design at the end of each level. You can take the screenshot of the pattern you made and save it to your gallery. 5. Unblock Me FREE Unlock Me Free is the only game with 14500 levels in the Play Store. It is a puzzle game to spend
hours and days challenging yourself solving them. Different modes are made available which makes it one the best lightweight Android game which weighs only 25MB. 4. Brain Dots No time limit and no limits to your imagination. Brain Dots is developed with simple logic with many features. You need to make the blue ball touch the red ball or vice
versa. If you’re good at physics, this game is very easy for you. Don’t miss this lightweight Android game. It also gives the option to record or take the screenshot of the logic you applied. Also Read: How to Download Torrent Files Using IDM 3. Daddy Was a Thief Amazing game with a simple concept. The best thing about Daddy Was a Theif is it’s
graphics and sound effects. This lightweight Android game under 30MB is very simple and interesting. You need to swipe down to break the roof of floors, the more floors you reach the more points you earn. Be careful with cops and lasers and don’t miss the bath tub for quick points. 2. Tap Tap Dash Tap Tap Dash is an addictive lightweight Android
game with a lot of levels. In the recent update developers of this lightweight Android game added 150 more levels making 400 in total. This 16 MB lightweight Android game is one the best game to kill your time. You can unlock new characters for every 25 levels. The Recent update also added 4 new characters making the game more interesting. 1.
Smash Hit You can’t get such amazing graphics and sounds in any other lightweight Android games. I have been playing Smash Hit from last few months and really in love with it. You need to smash the glass objects with metal balls. The game ends when you are done using all available balls. You can earn metal balls by hitting the objects. You will
surely enjoy the sounds of this game. I suggest you turn on the sound while playing this amazing lightweight Android game called Smash Hit Hope you like this collection of best lightweight Android games for both phones and tablets. Let us know if you know anymore lightweight Android games under 50MB with good graphics. We’ll try to add them
to this list of lightweight Android games.
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